Injecting innovation
into school furniture
A brand new range of ergonomic
classroom seating and desks

aalborg furniture improves posture, comfort... and performance!
Many of us spend a significant part of our lives sitting down, whether
at school, college, in the office, working in a shop or a whole range of
other seated activities.

In fact while reading this you are probably hunched over with your spine
curved, leading you to constantly shift position because you are
uncomfortable…

Most of us, however, spend our seated time sitting in a way that can lead
to stiffness, a sore neck and, in some cases - especially those of young
children - back problems that can stay with us for the rest of our lives.

From its inception, the Aalborg furniture range has been designed to
promote good posture. The design has been developed through a series
of prototypes and field trials in the UK and in Scandinavia.

Many of these problems can be linked to poor posture in the form of
rounded shoulders, cramped stomach and constant twisting of the trunk.

The design principles have been endorsed by leading surgeons,
educationalists and ergonomists from around the world.

aalborg saddle
The benefits of saddle stools and chairs have been
recognised over many years and include:
•

Comfort both when in use and after long periods of
use. Saddle promotes a balanced and upright posture.

•

Reduction in back pain.

•

Saddle can be mounted on fixed height bases with
or without footrests, or to a gas lift making it compatible
with a wide range of work surface heights.

•

Stores usefully under a desk or table.

The Aalborg saddle can be used by young or old, by
large or small as one size fits all. Unlike alternative
designs, the Aalborg saddle is injection moulded as
a single component for simplicity, durability and
low cost.

aalborg chair
The chair shell is a sophisticated one piece
gas inject, glass filled polypropylene injection
moulding. It can be used in a wide range of
environments, especially in schools.
•

Encourages an alert and upright posture.
Proven to enhance concentration and
consequential educational achievement.

•

Available in a number of styles and heights.
Can also be supplied upholstered.

•

Immensely strong and vandal resistant.

•

Ready for comfortable use by students of
different heights without time wasting
adjustment, especially when used with
the Aalborg desk.

•

Compact storage up to 20 high on trolleys.

aalborg desk
High specification desks which shunt together for
storage.
•

Tilt adjust aids both reading and writing (proven), with
book stop and pencil slot.

•

Footrest to accommodate both large and smaller
users. No need for height adjustment when used
with the Aalborg chair or saddle stool.

•

Simple to replace writing surface. Also available with
printed data or branded with a school’s logo.

•

Under desk bag hook (tested to beyond 40kgs!) to
reduce floor clutter.

Innovative design using the latest moulding
technology. Huge strength and excellent value.

aalborg saddle
Manufactured using the latest technology.

Moulding colours
Saddles and Chairs are
available from stock in the
following three standard
colours. A wide range of
alternatives are available.

One piece nylon moulding with integral taper for
attaching to gas struts.
Height range can be specified according
to need.
Footrests available.
Castors or glides according to need.
Also available upholstered in fabric or leather.

Slate Grey

aalborg chair
Manufactured using state of the art technology.
Seat for fixed height, gas lift or beam mounting.
No tools assembly.
Scarlet
Width
490mm

A range of heights to suit

Standard frame is made from high tensile steel
tube in a range of heights as required.

Ocean Blue

aalborg desk
Desk Width
600mm

The standard desk moulding can also be used
as a base mechanism for larger or different
shaped tops in a variety of materials.
Tested for compliance with BS EN 1729 in
standard format.

More exciting additions
to the range are already
in development.

For further information see www.aalborgdk.com
Enquiries to info@aalborgdk.com

Desk Height to suit (825mm standard

Gas injected glass filled polypropylene desk top,
fixing details and adjuster rack. The cantilevered
surface has been tested to withstand a front
edge loading of 180kgs (28 stone)!

Bag hook
Tilt
release

